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Our journey during the pandemic,
a Stanford Law School seminar
explores the arts through live
performance, and more
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Indigenous singer-songwriter
iskwē performs at
Bing Concert Hall next season

Stay Tuned: Stanford Live’s 2020–21 Season
Will Be Announced On May 27
An unprecedented year of upheaval and disruption offers us a distinct
opportunity for reflection and change. We invite you to join us on this
journey filled with joy, challenge, inspiration—and most importantly—hope.
See page 38 for a peek into our next season.
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Hats off to all of the healthcare
professionals and essential workers
around the world. We need you,
and we appreciate you.
Thank you!
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WELCOME

“In times of economic
downturn and uncertainty,
it’s more important than ever
to look deep inside yourself
to fathom the sort of life you
really want to lead and the
talents and passions that can
make that possible.”
— Ken Robinson
Writer, speaker, and arts educator

Like all of you, we at Stanford Live

With that in mind, we decided that the

are living in uncertain times. May

main feature in this issue should offer a

and June are traditionally allocated

behind-the-scenes look at what we’ve

to winding down one season and

been thinking and doing since our final

launching the next. Instead, our days

concert in March. We are still planning

are currently spent sheltering in place,

to move forward with our season launch

social distancing, and finding remnants

in late May—with a number of caveats.

of human connection in daily Zoom

Of utmost importance is finding a way

meetings and virtual happy hours with

to support both Stanford’s academic

co-workers, friends, and family. We

mission and our beloved artists, many of

continue to be cultural omnivores, albeit

whom are incredibly vulnerable during

through other mediums. Recorded

this challenging time.

music, livestreams, film, and literature
are providing the escapism required to

As we move from crisis to recovery, we

keep us sane.

firmly believe that the arts will play a
central role in making society whole

The question that we’re all grappling

again. We thank you—our Stanford Live

with is, “What will Stanford Live and

family—for going on this journey with

the arts and entertainment industries

us and hope that we can all be together

look like in the coming months and

again soon.

years?” At the moment, no one has an
answer to that question. The best we

Chris Lorway

can do is map out a number of potential

Executive Director

scenarios that enable us to pivot as
external environmental factors continue
to shift around us.
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CAMPUS
Museums from Home

we know art maintains its power to

Adventures on Paper

The Digital Doors of Stanford’s Art

transform—whether remotely or at

Need a break from the screen? Try our

Museums Are Always Open

the museums.

coloring pages. When you’re done, share

To promote the well-being of our

The McMurtry Lectures

community, the Cantor Arts Center and

This series of artist talks developed by the

Anderson Collection temporarily closed in

Anderson Collection lets you hear from

Virtual Backgrounds

March and sought new ways to connect

leading artists, curators, and critics, such as

Surprise your friends and coworkers

with art, artists, and ideas.

Judy Chicago, Nick Cave, and Roberta Smith. during Zoom meetings with a trip inside

Museums from Home is one such effort.

The Bobbie and Mike Wilsey

We invite you to explore digitized

Distinguished Lecture

collections, virtual tours, recorded lectures

Artist Mark Dion presents The Melancholy

and oral histories, and more through this

Museum: Love, Death, and Mourning

To access Museums from Home content,

new online portal. Though there is no

at Stanford, a reinterpretation of the

including the suggestions above, visit

substitute for experiencing art in person,

Stanford family collections.

museum.stanford.edu/museums-home.

View of the OY/YO installation from the

Museums from Home allows the

Artist Nick Cave in conversation with

Cantor Arts Center front steps. Deborah

community to enjoy Stanford art

Harry Elam, Senior Vice Provost for

Kass (United States, b. 1952), OY/YO, 2019,

museums from home. Photo courtesy of

Education and Vice President for the

aluminum, polymer, and clear coat, 96

Cantor Arts Center

Arts, Stanford University. Photo by

on social media @cantorarts and
@anderson.collection.stanford.

our galleries. Views from both museums

x 194½ x 52 in. Gift of Debi and Steven

are available.

Harrison Truong

Wisch and the Rehmus family. Photo
courtesy of Cantor Arts Center

PARTNERS

UPCOMING

EVENTS
In this issue’s Upcoming Events section, we invite you to explore the websites
and social media of the talented artists originally scheduled to perform during
the final months of our 2019–20 season. We hope you’ll take a look at their
work and what they have been doing since social distancing began—they
need your support as a fan now more than ever.

DA NC E / WOR L D

C L AS SICA L

C ON T E M P OR A RY M USIC ,
WOR L D

Lang Lang

Malpaso Dance
Company

Vân Ánh Võ and the
V’AV Ensemble

Based in Havana and founded

A prodigy who made his

While Vân Ánh (Vanessa)

by Osnel Delgado, Daileidys

Beijing concert debut playing

Võ is one of Vietnam’s

Carrazana, and Fernando

Chopin at 13, Lang Lang has

most celebrated traditional

Sáez, Malpaso features 10

dazzled audiences worldwide

musicians, she revels in

talented young dancers

with his emotional fire and

the freedom she’s found in

from Cuba’s premiere dance

virtuosity. The flamboyant

the various musical styles

schools and companies to

performer and passionate

surrounding her in the Bay

create work that embodies

educator remains closely

Area. With string wizard Gari

the country’s rich dance

in touch with fans with

Hegedus and Jimi Nakagawa

tradition. Visit the group’s

livestreams and new content

on taiko drums and

website to discover what

posted online multiple times

percussion, VA’V combines

makes Malpaso one of Cuba’s

per week.

ancient sounds to create

hottest contemporary dance

LEARN MORE:

companies.

L A N G L A N G O F F I C I A L .C O M

breathtaking music that feels
completely new.

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

M A L PA S O DA N C E .C O M

VA N A N H VO.C O M

KEY
FAC E BO O K
I N STAG R A M
TWITTER
YO U T U B E
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For schedule updates, visit live.stanford.edu.

C L AS SICA L

C L AS SICA L / DIS CUS SION

T H E AT E R

P OP

New Century
Chamber Orchestra
with Daniel Hope

Rob Kapilow’s What
Makes It Great?

Is This a Room:
Reality Winner
Verbatim
Transcription

Mac DeMarco

Music of Spheres

Music of Cole Porter and John
Adams’ Shaker Loops

With The Marías

Tina Satter/Half Straddle
New Century Chamber

Rob Kapilow explores the

Heralded by the New York

This year, indie icon Mac

Orchestra is one of only a

music of iconic composers

Times as one of the best

DeMarco was set to headline

handful of conductorless

and songwriters. In his popular

theater productions of 2019,

the Frost Music and Arts

ensembles in the world, and

series What Makes It Great?,

Is This a Room is a verbatim

Festival with the Marías,

musical decisions are made

Kapilow takes listeners inside

rendering of FBI transcripts

whose music is a dream-like

collaboratively. Violinist

the music, unraveling, slowing

from the 2017 interrogation of

fusion of jazz, psychedelia,

Daniel Hope is currently

down, and recomposing key

former U.S. Air Force linguist

funk, and lounge, to open.

concertmaster for the

passages to hear why a piece

Reality Winner. In this thrilling

Mac DeMarco is releasing

ensemble and remains closely

is so extraordinary. Check

new play directed by Obie

two demo albums in June

in touch with fans, even

out episodes of What Makes It

Award–winner Tina Satter,

2020.

livestreaming concerts from

Great? online.

an extraordinary human

his home in Berlin for two
weeks straight at the end
of March.

drama unfolds between the

LEARN MORE:

complex and witty Winner

RO B K A P I LOW.C O M

and the agents who question
her. Read recent reviews

Generously supported by Trine

and press coverage of the

Sorensen and Michael Jacobson.

production on Half Straddle’s
website.

LEARN MORE:

LEARN MORE:

N C C O.O RG

H A L F ST R A D D L E .C O M / R E A L I T Y
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LEARN MORE:
T H E M A R I A S.U S A N D
M AC- D E M A RC O.C O M

UPCOMING

EVENTS
C L AS SICA L

JA Z Z

FOL K

Sundays with the
St. Lawrence

From Ragtime to
Harlem Stride

Black Cowboys:
An Evening with
Dom Flemons

With Gilles Vonsattel, Piano

Featuring Aaron Diehl, Piano

Stanford’s St. Lawrence

The talents of classically

A Grammy Award winner

String Quartet is a staple of

trained pianist and composer

and two-time Emmy Award

Stanford’s music department,

Aaron Diehl impress offstage

nominee, Dom Flemons has

directing Stanford’s

just as well as onstage. Check

been branded “the American

chamber music program

out his social media accounts

Songster” since his repertoire

and frequently collaborating

to enjoy jazz from a master.

of music covers over 100

with other departments. The

LEARN MORE:

quartet is staying engaged

A A RO N D I E H L .C O M

with the community online

years of early American
popular music. Visit his
website to explore in-studio

through frequent posts on

video recordings, songs

social media, and you can

performed live, conversations,

enjoy recordings of the

and more.

ensemble’s performances on

LEARN MORE:

its website.

T H E A M E R I C A N S O N G ST E R.C O M

L E A R N M O R E : S L S Q.C O M

KEY
FAC E BO O K
I N STAG R A M
TWITTER
YO U T U B E
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For schedule updates, visit live.stanford.edu.

C L AS SICA L , WOR L D

C OM E DY

WOR L D

FA M I LY / VO CA L

Necati Çelik

The New Negroes

With Denise Gill

Comedy at the Bing

An Evening of
Flamenco Music

Cantabile Youth
Singers

Grisha Goryachev and
Serouj Kradjian

Necati Çelik is one of

“New Negro” was a term

Experience the age-old

Founded in 1994, Cantabile

the most important

popularized during the

musical form of fire and

Youth Singers is an

representatives of the

Harlem Renaissance referring

mystery as flamenco guitar

internationally recognized

Ottoman Turkish musical

to Black Americans speaking

virtuoso Grisha Goryachev

choral program providing

tradition and an undisputed

up, telling their own stories,

joins world-renowned pianist

world-class music education,

master of the classic Turkish

and affirming their various

Serouj Kradjian in a recording

vocal training, and

oud. Stanford professor

identities to dismantle

of their performance on

performance opportunities

Denise Gill was a former

outdated assumptions and

YouTube. Or dive into each

to Silicon Valley communities

student of Çelik. Check

beliefs. Join Baron Vaughn

artist’s masterful rendering of

with rehearsal locations in

out Çelik’s website to listen

and Open Mike Eagle on their

different musical traditions

Los Altos, California. The

to a selection of his video

Comedy Central show, as

by visiting their personal

program remains dedicated

recordings

they host an array of talent,

websites.

to instructing youth even in

some old, some new, all New
Co-presented with the Stanford

Negroes.

Department of Music, in

WATC H T H E T V V E R S I O N O N

partnership with Stanford
Global Studies and the Abbasi
Program in Islamic Studies

LEARN MORE:
G R I S H AG U I TA R.U S A N D
S E RO UJ.C O M

C O M E DY C E N T R A L ( R EQ U I R E S
T V- P ROV I D E R LO G I N ) :
CC.COM/SHOWS/NEW-NEGROES

LEARN MORE:
N EC AT I C E L I K.C O M .T R / E N
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these uncertain times; check
out its social media for more.
L E A R N M O R E : C A N TA B I L E .O RG

SCENE &

HEARD

1

2

3

4

5

12

6

1— C AT H E R I N E C O H E N

5 — JA N E B U N N E T T A N D

The glamorous New York

M AQ U EQ U E

City–based comedian

Saxophonist Jane Bunnett

Catherine Cohen performed

and the all-female Cuban-

hilarious cabaret songs with

jazz group Maqueque visited

Henry Koperski at the piano.

Stanford Live for an artist
residency in February that

7

2—PIANO BAR WITH

included two nights of

B R A N D O N JA M E S GW I N N

Bing Studio performances,

With surprise solos and group

a conversation between

performances of show tunes

the band and scholar Ned

by Stanford students, the Bing

Sublette, and a community

Studio turned piano bar with

jam session during Stanford

Brandon James Gwinn was a

Family Weekend.

lively success that went well
past midnight.

6—COMMON
In early March, Professor

3 — W E S H A L L OV E RC O M E

of Education Adam Banks

Damien Sneed’s celebration

moderated a thoughtful

of Dr. Martin Luther King

and inspiring conversation

Jr. and generations of civil

with rapper, activist, and

rights activists covered a

actor Common about his

range of music traditions

experience in therapy to heal

from traditional and modern

past trauma and art’s role in

gospel to jazz, Broadway, and

impacting public policy.

music from The Wiz.
7 — M I C H A E L B A R E N BO I M
4 — N AT I O N A L

8

A N D T H E W E S T- E A S T E R N

G EO G R A P H I C L I V E

D I VA N E N S E M B L E

In a lecture and lively

In their first tour, violinist

audience Q & A, Egyptologist

Michael Barenboim and his

Kara Cooney shared her

newly formed West-Eastern

research and insight on the

Divan Ensemble performed at

history of women in roles

the Bing with a program that

of power, drawing on her

included a new work by the

personal life as a mother and

young and highly sought-after

woman in academia, statistics

composer Benjamin Attahir.

from current women leaders,
and the portrayal of female

8 — D R E A M E R S’ C I RC U S

rulers in ancient Egypt.

In the final Stanford Live
performance before the
shelter-in-place order took
effect, Dreamers’ Circus
demonstrated its imaginative
and inventive take on Nordic
folk traditions.
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F E AT U R E T T E

The New Negroes:
The Comedy Central Duo at the Bing
By John Coffey ‘20

The New Negroes, the hilarious

black artists. It gave black Americans

“I just want to let people be who

Comedy Central show that was

a community and platform to speak

they are,” says host Baron Vaughn.

set to come to Bing Studio this

about their own experiences and

“Speaking about who they are…is an

June, is a new twist on an old idea

dismantle stereotypes in the 20th

inherently political act.”

that emerged during the Harlem

century. This comedy show gives

Renaissance. Alain Locke, often

contemporary black comedians

This idea reflects exactly the

considered the father of the Harlem

and artists a way to showcase their

energy Vaughn brings to the show.

Renaissance, edited and published

work and gain exposure to a range

Vaughn gathers comedians from all

The New Negro, an anthology of

of diverse performers they wouldn’t

backgrounds together into a single

poetry, fiction, essays, and art by

normally encounter.
14

“I just want to let people be
who they are. Speaking about
who they are…is an inherently
political act.”
—Baron Vaughn

1

place where they can learn, grow, and

competition and quickly formed

When they decided to bring the

perform together.

a professional relationship. They

live show to TV, the game entirely

appeared in each other’s podcasts,

changed. They were given a

“There’s a lot of weird division within

and Eagle invited Vaughn to appear

30-minute slot and had to cut their

the comedy scene,” says Vaughn,

at his variety show in Los Angeles.

show to include commercial breaks.

speaking of New York in particular. He

Vaughn then started The New Negroes

The original show, which was an

wanted his show to be a way to break

live show as part of a festival in

hour and a half, usually included

down these barriers and allow comics

Portland, Oregon, which Eagle joined

two performances by Eagle, as well

from different groups to perform

shortly after.

as sets from four to five comics with
dialogue in between each.

together. “It always amazes [me that]
people from all these different walks

The show’s name was a talking point

of life...can just all fold that into

during the initial origins of the live

“The conversation about changing

one simple art form called stand-up

show, remembers Vaughn. They

it for...television was a really long

comedy,” Vaughn adds.

ultimately decided, however, that

one,” recalls Eagle. To trim the show

“the idea is...in the DNA of everything

length, they decided to cut the

Vaughn started this as a live show

we’re doing. Most people don’t

number of comics down to three, and

with co-star Open Mike Eagle.

mind it...when they find out what

they edited their jokes for time. A

The two had met at a freestyle

it’s about.”

collaborative music video replaced

15

2

Eagle’s two performances from the
live version of the show.
Eagle believes returning to the live
show format with Stanford Live will
be an opportunity to both try new
material and tailor the show to the
audience to which he’s performing.
“We have [bits] that we can go
to, [but] what we typically do is…
tailor some of [our material] to the
audience there,” says Eagle. “We try
to physically work out some stuff
about…our experiences at Stanford
even if it’s just that day.”
Eagle is excited by the upcoming
collaboration and stresses that
this show is not just one to
entertain. “Come ready to hear new
perspectives, hear music you’re not
familiar with…Just have your mind
open and ready for that.”

1—Hip-hop artist and
comedian Open Mike
Eagle. Photo by Emari
Traffie
2—Actor and comedian
Baron Vaughn. Photo
courtesy of artist

Stanford Live is working to
reschedule this event for next
season. Visit live.stanford.edu
for updates.
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F E AT U R E T T E

1

Law, Politics, and the Arts
By Richard Ford, George E. Osborne Professor of Law

2

When I signed on to be a resident

shape. I thought about the importance

fellow at Kimball, Stanford’s arts-

of art in sustaining social movements:

themed dorm for undergraduates,

in providing emotional respite in

I set out to meet people from

difficult times, in communicating the

Stanford’s art community. Stanford

goals and moral claims to an often

Live’s Executive Director Chris Lorway

skeptical public, and—perhaps most

was kind enough to meet with me

important—in helping to define those

to tell me about the 2019–20 season

goals and moral claims by giving

and mentioned in passing that this

voice and shape to the most-profound

season in particular could tie into

yearnings and human needs.

a class quite nicely. I assumed he
meant a class in the theater or music

A year later, I met a group of law

department, but I began to think

students and undergraduates enrolled

about how to incorporate some of

in Law, Politics, and the Arts at Bing

what he was describing into a class I

for the first of several wonderful and

could teach, and the idea of a class

thought-provoking performances. I

on law and the arts began to take

have to admit that I still wasn’t 100

17

F E AT U R E T T E

“Each performance offered a chance to deepen
our appreciation for art and its centrality to
political struggles and social justice.”
percent certain how to approach

out to be several playlists I sent to

show prompted them to read Brooks’

the class—I am not an expert in

the class.

poetry, either for the first time or to
reacquaint themselves with it. One

performing arts or music—but to my
great delight, the class practically

Manual Cinema’s No Blue Memories

student wrote of the performance, “No

taught itself. Our first performance,

about the life of African American poet

Blue Memories was one of the most

The 1960s: The Years That Changed

Gwendolyn Brooks carried forward

memorable performances I have ever

America by the Kronos Quartet,

the theme of art in the struggle for

seen.” Another wrote, “I see Gwendolyn

tied in the centrality of African

racial justice but from an entirely new

Brooks as a model to follow as I begin

American spirituals to the civil rights

perspective, bridging poetry, live music,

a career serving immigrants. Although

movement and the avant-garde of

cinematography, and shadow puppets.

she was not necessarily working to

the counterculture with references to

(You will have no idea how these go

create broadscale change, her poetry

Mahalia Jackson, Jimi Hendrix, Janis

together until you see the performance,

shed light on daily life for minorities in

Joplin, the Everly Brothers, George and

after which it will all seem an inevitable

her community, and her education and

Ira Gershwin, and a moving talk by

match.) To discuss this performance,

empowerment work had a deep impact

Martin Luther King Jr.’s speechwriter

I invited Matt Smith, professor of

on individuals.”

Clarence Jones. I was inspired to

German studies and theater and

create a Spotify playlist of some of

performance studies, to join a class

We enjoyed Laurie Anderson’s

the music that the Kronos Quartet had

discussion after the performance.

playful, poignant, and challenging

reinterpreted—the first of what turned

Several students mentioned that the

performance art and poetry. One

3

1—Laurie Anderson and
cellist Rubin Kodheli
performed at the Bing in
January 2020. Photo by
Joel Simon
2—Richard Ford is the
George E. Osborne
Professor of Law at
Stanford Law School.
3—Manual Cinema’s
No Blue Memories: The
Life of Gwendolyn Brooks
brought a stunning set of
actors working in shadow,
hundreds of handmade
cutouts projected on a
screen, and the poetry
of Gwendolyn Brooks
to portray a national
struggle for racial justice.
Photo by Allie Foraker
18

4

student wrote afterwards that “for
that hour and a half in the Bing
Concert Hall, I felt like I was part
of something special, something
bigger than myself.”
We saw a terrific multimedia show
centered on the underappreciated
work of James Reese Europe and a
fascinating discussion of powerful
women in the ancient world by
Kara Cooney, professor of Egyptian
art and architecture at UCLA.
One student wrote that these
performances “prompted me to
reflect on the importance of art as
an educational tool to build moreaccurate historical accounts that
recognize figures and moments in
history that are often forgotten.”
Each performance offered a chance
to deepen our appreciation for
art and its centrality to political
struggles and social justice. I

performances and the skill with which

learned a lot myself from the

they were organized and selected. I

Kronos Quartet’s

performances and from my students

could attempt to wax eloquent about

performance of

(one of whom will join our student

my conception of and ambitions for

Peace Be Till, Martin

staff at Kimball next year). Making

the class, but the students did a better

Luther King Jr.

my way to Bing in the evening,

job describing it than I could. I’ll give

speechwriter and

meeting a group of enthusiastic and

one of my law students the last word:

Stanford Scholar-in-

engaged students, and enjoying a

“Thank you so much for creating and

Residence Clarence B.

series of world-class performances

teaching Law, Politics, and the Arts.

Jones was welcomed

taking place in our own backyard

It has been one of the best parts of

onstage for a few

was a truly enriching and an “only at

Stanford for me, and I hope other

words. Photo by Allie

Stanford” teaching experience.

students get to experience the course

Foraker

in the future, as there’s really nothing
I approached the class with

else like it at the law school.”

excitement and some degree of
trepidation because I had never
taught such a class before. I can
say with some confidence that the
class was a success—not so much
because of my skill as a teacher
but because of the quality of the
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The Show Must Go Online
Stanford Live Digital Season
While cancellations due to COVID-19 have made experiencing live performance as a
community challenging, Stanford Live curated a “digital season” to bring performance
straight to your home. From performers focused on Cuban music traditions to a nearly
two-hour recording of Lang Lang’s 2015 concert at the Bing, we’ve focused on many of
the artists who were scheduled to perform this season. Learn why our programming
team selected certain digital content.
To access the full collection of online content, visit
live.stanford.edu/2020-digitalseason.

CONCERTS

Lang Lang’s return visit to the

Gong Linna and
Bang on a Can
All-Stars: “Tan Te”
(Live)

concert hall this May, but we

Cantaloupe Music NYC

Lang Lang
Bing Concert Hall
We were looking forward to

hope you’ll enjoy this exclusive
video of his entire 2015 perfor-

After hearing about the collabora-

mance at the Bing.

tion between Chinese pop star Gong
Linna and Bang on a Can All-Stars, I
listened to the Cloud River Mountain

—Chris Lorway, Executive Director

recording a number of times. This
track was one I kept returning to as
I loved the energy and virtuosity of
both the singer and the ensemble.

Sounds of Cuba:
Alfredo Rodríguez
and Pedrito Martinez
Recording at Paste Studio NYC
This studio session with young lions of
Cuban music Alfredo Rodríguez and
Pedrito Martinez gives a great taste of
their chemistry and propulsive, joyful
approach to improvising and music
making.
—Laura Evans, Director of Music
Programs, Engagement, and Education
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—Chris Lorway, Executive Director

W

FILM A N D ST R E A MING

The Apollo

The Queen of Ireland

HBO

Amazon Prime

I was inspired by this documentary

I met Rory, the star of this documen-

for demonstrating the profound

tary, a few years ago when he came to

impact The Apollo and venues

moderate a panel at the International

like it have had and continue to

Society for the Performing Arts confer-

have on supporting black artists

ence in New York. His persistent activ-

and pushing for social equity at a

ism and community building as Ireland

national level.

navigated the gay marriage issue was
inspirational. This artist truly used his
platform to change his country.

—Karim Baer, Associate Director of
Campus Engagement

—Chris Lorway, Executive Director

LECT U R E S A N D CON V ERSAT IONS

Bruce Cockburn
on His Lyricless
New Album,
Crowing Ignites
Q on CBC

FROST

Bruce Cockburn has always been
one of my favorite songwriters. As

Oysterhead and
Daniel Caesar

he is now a San Franciscan, we
were excited to have him “Goin’
Down the Road” to share some
tunes with us. We’ll make sure that

Year two at Frost was set to kick off

happens soon, but in the meantime,

with two very different but equally

here’s a great interview with him
talking to Tom Power about his
latest album.
—Chris Lorway, Executive Director

Neil Gaiman in
Conversation with
Margaret Atwood
92nd Street Y

exciting shows in April. We hope to
have the amphitheater up and running
this fall, but in the meantime, we
wanted to give you your artist fix via
two special videos from Oysterhead
and Daniel Caesar.

In this dialogue between the two iconic
writers, Atwood discusses her intellectual
interest in George Orwell and dictatorships, the prophetic nature of The
Handmaid’s Tale, the folklore of America,
and the mythos of the beginning of the
country and the “search for freedom.”
—Karim Baer, Associate Director of
Campus Engagement
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—Chris Lorway, Executive Director
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1

Behind the Pandemic Curtain:
An Empty Hall Brims with Hope
By Chris Lorway, Stanford Live Executive Director

The last several months have been

sharing this reflection will provide some

agents, and managers to finalize plans

tough. For many of us, the notion

insight into our journey at Stanford Live

for the 2020–21 season. By the time

of time has become abstract. As we

through the pandemic thus far and

we were back at Stanford, information

settle into work-from-home routines,

bring you into our thought process for

was circulating about what was

we forget how quickly the world

charting a way forward.

unfolding in Wuhan, China. Given our
focus on Chinese artists this season,

has changed. Reflecting on my own
experiences has been a helpful exercise

In early January, the curatorial team

we began to assess the viability of

in understanding how to navigate a

made its annual pilgrimage to New York

presenting some of the programs from

complex crisis such as this. I hope that

City to see work and meet with artists,

that region scheduled for the spring.
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“We hope we can deliver many of the
programs we have planned in some
format, but at the same time, we are
rooted in the reality that many of the
things we were hoping to share with you
will likely not be possible.”

A week later, we made the call to
postpone performances by Yang Liping
and Gong Linna in light of new travel
restrictions. As we worked through
the communication protocols for
canceling these events, we still didn’t
comprehend how COVID-19 would soon
fundamentally disrupt the arts and
entertainment sector as we knew it.
Initially, the cloud had a silver lining
for me. The cancellation of Liping’s
Rite of Spring meant I could extend a
previously planned research trip to
Australia. Summer in the southern
hemisphere is when most of the major
festivals and events take place, and
visiting during that season provides

2

a great opportunity to see a range
of international work in a condensed
time frame. Over two weeks in late
February, I attended performances

international ports as the movement of

When I arrived back in California

at the Perth Festival, the Adelaide

essential equipment became a priority,

later that day, the reality had set

Festival, the New Zealand Festival

which caused additional cancellations

in that there was little chance of

of the Arts, and Asia TOPA, a new

or last-minute scenery builds by local

continuing our season. We had our last

triennial event in Melbourne that

crews so shows could continue as

Bing show on March 4, a wonderful

fosters creative partnerships between

scheduled.

performance by Michael Barenboim

Australian artists and artists from the

and the West-Eastern Divan Ensemble.

Asia-Pacific region. The pandemic was

On March 3, I flew from Wellington,

Already we were seeing lower-than-

starting to illustrate its reach as certain

New Zealand, to Sydney for a

usual attendance rates as concern for

participants were unable or unwilling

meeting with the Australian Chamber

public gatherings increased. Our final

to travel, prompting cancellations or

Orchestra. Upon landing, I received a

performance of the season followed

last-minute casting changes. Scenery

voice mail saying that Stanford was

a week later in an intimate studio

and equipment were being held at

planning to curtail public gatherings.

show featuring Dreamers’ Circus,
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a contemporary folk ensemble from
Denmark. Again, the audience was
small but incredibly appreciative of the
opportunity to congregate and share in
a wonderful evening of music, knowing
at that point it would likely be the last
opportunity to do so for some time.
The weeks that followed were focused
on what my colleagues in the field have
referred to as “unproducing.” At Stanford
Live, our artistic team reached out to
artists to either postpone or cancel
performances, including the world
premiere of Scott Joplin’s Treemonisha.
The marketing and ticketing team
worked on communicating these
cancellations to ticket buyers and
processing refunds. Production canceled
orders from various vendors and let
contingent staff know that all scheduled
3

1—Bing Concert Hall and Bing Studio have been

work was terminated until further
notice. Development reached out to
stakeholders to ensure that they were

empty since mid-March. Photo by Jeff Goldberg

aware of our plans and to determine
2—In late February, Executive Director Chris

how and if designated funding could

Lorway attended the Asia TOPA festival in

be repurposed at this time. Most of

Melbourne, Australia. Photo by Chris Lorway

this work occurred from home as we
sheltered in place and migrated our
regular team meetings to Zoom.

3—The performance by Dreamers’ Circus in the
Bing Studio was the last show this season. Photo

After that initial scramble, we were able

by Harrison Truong

to start having creative conversations
about what we could do to keep
Stanford Live present in a virtual space.
4

We quickly pulled together a digital
season—The Show Must Go Online—
featuring existing content from many
of the artists scheduled to appear on
our stages this spring. Internally, we
instituted a weekly Zoom happy hour,
creating an informal virtual space where
staff could gather to share stories and
even play online games together. And
we began the seemingly impossible task
of trying to figure out what lies ahead.
By now you have begun to see the
rollout of our plans for the 2020–21
season. This is a somewhat surreal
exercise as a number of the programs
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5

included in the season announcement
have already been postponed or are
unlikely to happen. Given that we
were learning new information on a
daily basis (that could change the
following day), we made a collective
decision to share our vision for the
season with you, regardless of the
feasibility of specific programs
occurring. That was an important and
empowering decision for us to make.
Each season takes the curatorial
team and our partners years to plan,
and great thought and detail go
into the choices we make about how
each performance is part of a larger
narrative. To completely dismantle
that effort at this stage was both
an exercise in futility and incredibly
demoralizing for our team. So our
season launch is not a statement of
fact but rather a statement of hope.
We hope we can deliver many of the
programs we have planned in some
format, but at the same time, we are
rooted in the reality that many of the
things we wanted to share with you
will likely not be possible.
The situation we find ourselves in does
give us an opportunity to step back
and consider the best way to support
artists. While we have been increasing
our investment in commissions and

Strategic planning is intended as an

co-productions, we would love to see

opportunity to set goals for the future

for weekly happy hours over

more work made at Stanford. We are

and to identify the resources required

Zoom. Photo by Krystina Tran

currently in discussion with a number

to achieve those goals. Because of the

of artists about providing time, space,

uncertainty we currently face, scenario

5—Stanford Live will

and resources for them to develop

planning is a much more useful tool for

announce the 2020–21 season

new projects on campus. Having them

us to employ. We have been envisioning

in late May. Photo courtesy of

with us for longer periods of time

a number of potential futures so we are

Hybrid Design

also means more opportunities for

prepared to respond to one or more of

interaction with students, faculty, and

the scenarios as they play out in real

donors interested in supporting this

time.

important work.
Here are some of the ideas we are
One of the best pieces of advice

exploring. The best-case-but-highly-

I received during my time as a

unlikely scenario is the status quo,

consultant was to never attempt

with artists and audiences reunited

strategic planning in a crisis.

with increased public-safety standards
25

4—Stanford Live staff meet
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and enhanced hygienic measures

and wait to see how things develop in

once lockdowns and self-isolation

implemented across all our venues.

the coming months.

end. Even in the midst of crisis, a
“we’re all in this together” attitude is

Another scenario looks at a season

prevailing.

absent of international performances

In his article “Performance Buildings

due to visa restrictions and travel bans.

in the Post-Pandemic World,”

We’re also exploring the possibility

Byron Harrison—a partner at the

The incredible support and guidance

of moving some of our fall shows to

international theater consultancy

we have received from audience

Frost, utilizing the main bowl for Bing

Charcoalblue—offers hope for

members over the past few months

shows while keeping attendance to

organizations like ours:

confirms that we are in an “all in this
together” moment. We take solace in

fewer than 1,000 to allow plenty of
space for social distancing. Finally, we

The COVID-19 crisis, while not

the idea that we are collectively taking

have been investing in our capacity

unprecedented, is unlike anything

the necessary steps to ensure that we

to offer high-quality broadcasts of

any of us living today have

can gather together again at some

some performances in the event

experienced. While it may be

point. Our promise at Stanford Live is

that we have to wait awhile before

difficult to accept from the throes

to keep you—our audience—informed

having audiences return. All our

of damage control, history suggests

as we chart a way forward. You are

ideas will need to be carefully vetted

that the performing arts world will

an essential member of our recovery

and approved by public health and

be resilient. Bringing venues back

team. On behalf of all of us, I thank

university risk management officials

on-line and reassuring audiences

you for sticking with us during this

to ensure the well-being and safety of

of their safety is not going to be an

challenging time.

our artists, staff, and audiences. At this

easy process; however, people will be

point, our best strategy is to buy time

hungry for culture and engagement

Canceled in late January, Yang Liping’s stunning Rite of Spring is rescheduled for
December 2020. Photo courtesy of Sadler’s Wells Theatre
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The Influence of Minimalism
By Rob Kapilow

Minimalism in Art—Less Is More

and forms to fundamentals, art that
was no longer intended to express

“A shape, a volume, a color, a surface

the feelings or state of mind of the

is something itself. It shouldn’t be

artist, an impersonal art that no

concealed as part of a fairly different

longer attempted to be a window onto

whole.” —Donald Judd

another world but referred only to itself.
In a direct reaction against the intuitive,

“No to transcendence and spiritual

spontaneous, intense expressivity and

values, heroic scale, anguished

complexity of works of the abstract

decisions, historicizing narrative,

expressionists, artists like Donald Judd,

valuable artifact, interesting visual

Robert Morris, Carl Andre, Dan Flavin,

experience.” —Robert Morris

Frank Stella, and Sol LeWitt created
an art pared down to its bare bones.

“What you see is what you see.”

Everything nonessential was removed

—Frank Stella

until often all that was left was simple
geometric shapes in repetitive patterns

In 1965, the art critic Richard Wollheim

without any kind of decoration, simple

coined the term “minimal art” to

forms that could easily be grasped by

describe art that reduced its materials

the viewer.
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3

Minimalism in Music—The Early
Pioneers
“I have my own definition of minimalism,
which is that which is created with a
minimum of means.” —La Monte Young
“Essentially my contribution was to
introduce repetition into Western music
as the main ingredient without any
melody over it, without anything, just
repeated patterns, musical patterns.”
—Terry Riley
Like minimalism in art, minimalism
in music came of age in the 1960s as
a reaction against the extraordinary
complexity, density, and difficulty of
the modernist music of composers like
Pierre Boulez, Milton Babbitt, Karlheinz
Stockhausen, and Elliott Carter.
Minimalist music, like minimalist art,
was an attempt to rebuild classical
music from its simplest foundations,
1—Wall Drawing #752

Works like Robert Morris’ 1965 Untitled

to reduce its materials to the barest

by American artist

(3Ls) consisting of three fiberglass L

essentials and slow down the pace of

Sol LeWitt adorns the

beams of the same size strategically

change so that listeners could follow

Château d’Oiron in

and theatrically placed on the floor

the musical process.

France.

of a museum and Carl Andre’s 1966
sculpture Equivalent VIII consisting

Dennis Johnson’s 1959 composition

2—The St. Lawrence

of 120 firebricks were designed to

November, a six-hour work for solo

String Quartet performs

eradicate all traces of the artist by

piano, is considered by many to be

Steve Reich’s Different

using everyday industrial materials

the first minimalist composition. A

Trains at the 2019 Daniel

and simple geometric forms.

quasi-improvisatory piece based on a

Pearl World Music Days

Minimalist artists (like minimalist

list of motifs, it works in classic early

Concert in Bing Concert

composers) moved their art out of

minimalist fashion with repetition,

Hall. Photo by Michael

museums into lofts, galleries, and

complete tonal harmony, and an

Byun

other nontraditional spaces as part of

incredibly slow pace of change. La

their rejection of the entire high-art

Monte Young, another early pioneer

aesthetic of abstract expressionism.

of minimalism, also worked with the

3—One of the major

barest means possible. The entire score

minimalist composers,
John Adams’ work

Emerging in the 1960s, minimalism had

of his composition 1960 no. 7 consists

often moved beyond

become so popular by the 1970s that

of two notes marked “to be held a long

minimalism to a

it entered the mainstream as public

time,” and The Tortoise: His Dreams and

postminimalist style.

art. It eventually generated various

Journeys (1964) has instrumentalists and

offshoot movements often lumped

singers come in and out on different

under the label of postminimalism, but

harmonics over a synthesizer drone.

minimalism’s fundamental impulse of
“less is more” continues to influence
contemporary art to this day.
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Philip Glass

Terry Riley’s In C from 1964 is probably

other, it gradually moves ahead, out

the first famous piece of minimalist

of sync, in a technique called phasing.

music. Though Riley had previously

As the texture thickens to two, four,

“I’ve been called a minimalist

explored patterns created through

and eight simultaneous loops, each

composer for more than 30 years, and

repetition by working with short

out of phase, a remarkably complex

while I’ve never really agreed with the

segments of magnetic tape spliced

sound web develops. Words become

description, I’ve gotten used to it.”

into loops in works like Mescalin Mix

unintelligible and are replaced by the

—Philip Glass

(1962), working with these loops live

rhythmic and tonal patterns of the

in In C was electrifying. The piece

spoken syllables.

Though often labeled the

can be performed by any number of

quintessential minimalist composer,

instruments and instrumentalists who

In his seminal 1967 piece Piano Phase,

Philip Glass prefers to describe

each play the same series of brief

Reich began to apply these techniques

himself as a composer of “music with

repeated figures over a rapidly pulsing

to instruments. Two pianists play the

repetitive structures.” Like Reich,

C note with the number of repetitions

same 12-note melody, but as one

Glass began experimenting with

to be determined by the performers.

pianist gradually accelerates, the two

minimalist techniques in the 1960s.

The simple materials, audible process,

parts “phase” until they eventually join

Influenced by Indian music, his 1968

steady pulse, and slow change of

in unison again.

pieces 1+1 and Two Pages employ

harmony are classically minimalist,

additive processes. Two Pages works

but the resulting multilayered texture

Influenced by jazz, African drumming,

with a repeated five-note musical cell

is complex and magical. The piece

and Balinese gamelan music, by the

to which notes are added at the end

breaks down the distinction between

1970s, Reich expanded his phasing

and taken away from the beginning

amateur and professional, and it has

technique in works like Clapping Music

creating an austere, pure, minimalist

become an icon of early minimalism

(1972). The piece begins with both

process piece.

that continues to be performed widely

players clapping a basic rhythm in

today.

unison. One player claps the same

His Music in Twelve Parts (1971–1974)

rhythm for the whole piece, while the

represents the culmination of his

other player claps the same pattern,

early minimalist phase. The piece

but after a certain number of bars, the

can last up to three hours, and in

second player shifts the pattern by

classic minimalist fashion, it develops

Minimalism in Music—The Big Three
Steve Reich

one eighth note to the right. The piece

extremely slowly based on repetitive

“In serial music, the series itself is

continues the process (hence the term

structures with small changes making

seldom audible. What I’m interested

“process music,” which is often used to

a striking impact.

in is a compositional process and a

describe minimalist compositions) until

sounding music that are one and the

the second player has finally shifted all

It was his 1976 opera Einstein on the

same thing.” —Steve Reich

12 eighth notes of the pattern and is

Beach that brought him firmly into the

back in unison with player one.

public eye. Lasting five hours—with

Like Riley, Steve Reich began by

no real narrative or sung text other

working with tape loops. His 1967

By the 1980s, Reich’s music was no

than solfège syllables and a score

piece Come Out superimposes tape

longer purely minimalist, as he began

made up primarily of repeated figures

loops of a single spoken phrase,

to create large-scale works that had

and arpeggiated triads—the work

“Come out to show them.” Because

real emotional content. Works like

shocked the public and redefined the

one loop is slightly shorter than the

Tehillim (1981), which used Hebrew

possibilities of what an opera could

psalm texts, and Different Trains (1988),

be. He expanded his new concept

an artistic reflection on the Holocaust,

of opera in Satyagraha (1980) and

used minimalist techniques but as part

Akhnaten (1984) and continues to

of a richer, more expressive musical

write new operas regularly.

Podcast episodes of What Makes

vocabulary often called postminimalist.
Like Reich, his style widened from

It Great? with Rob Kapilow are

pure minimalism, and he has written

available at npr.org.

prolifically in every conceivable
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Minimalism Today

medium from solo piano music to

of earlier minimalist composers,

chamber music and symphony. His

Adams says that he used “the fabric

music for films has been exceptional,

of continually repeating cells to forge

“I want to get lean and mean, keep it

and like Reich, he formed his own

large architectonic shapes, creating

minimalist.” —John Cale, founding

performing ensemble, creating a

a web of activity that…was more

member of the Velvet Underground

new model for how contemporary

detailed, more varied, and knew both

composers might bring their music to

light and dark, serenity and turbulence.”
By the 1980s in works like Harmonielehre

John Adams

“You don’t really need much. I try to
live my life with that sort of minimalist

the public.

mentality.” —Nathan Phillips, actor

(1985), he had progressed beyond
minimalism to a postminimalist style

Minimalism has had a profound effect

“I don’t think you can be a great

that drew on Romantic and modernist

on nearly every aspect of contemporary

composer unless you have a feeling for

styles as well. His 1987 opera Nixon in

society. Musically, it could easily be

harmony.” —John Adams

China artfully blends clear minimalist

considered the common musical

passages with an eclectic mix of styles

language of the late 20th and early 21st

Though John Adams is often called

echoing Richard Wagner, Richard

centuries. Its techniques are routinely

a minimalist or postminimalist

Strauss, Igor Stravinsky, and jazz, and

used in film music as well as in the

composer, he tends to call himself a

his later operas diverge even further

popular music of groups like the Velvet

“poststyle” composer. Because he was

from his minimalist roots.

Underground and in the ambient music
of Brian Eno. Minimalism brought

born 10 years after Reich and Glass,
Adams never went through the pure,

Far more than the style of Reich or

repetition, drones, gradual change,

reductive, experimental early minimalist

Glass, Adams’ compositional style

and a reduction in complexity into

phase that they did. Even his earliest

has evolved significantly beyond its

music, along with a permission to be

“minimalist” pieces, like Phrygian Gates

minimalist roots. He has written and

appealing and comprehensible. It was

(1977–1978) and Shaker Loops (1978), use

continues to write for every conceivable

a direct rejection of the 19th century’s

minimalist techniques in a richer, less

performing medium in a uniquely

idea of Darwinian progress that had

dogmatic, more expressive way than

individual style that has made him the

been at the core of modernism. Many

early Reich or Glass, and his emotional

most significant American composer of

of today’s composers, like Caroline

palette is far more varied. Comparing

his generation.

Shaw, Nico Muhly, Michael Gordon,
and Julia Wolfe, weave minimalist

his pieces of the late 1970s to those

techniques into their music in strikingly
individual ways, and minimalism has
even made its way into the sacred-style
music of European composers like Arvo
Pärt and John Tavener.
But the impact of minimalism has
gone far beyond the arts. The idea of
cutting back to the core essence of
something—the idea that less is more—
has become influential everywhere.
Its impact can be seen in interior
design, tiny houses, decluttering, the
sleek design of modern Scandinavian
furniture, and the elegant minimalist
surfaces of Steve Jobs’ Apple devices.
Minimalism has become a way of life,
a philosophy, and an aesthetic. We are
all living in a postminimalist world.

A contemporary minimalist composer, Nico Muhly (left)
has long admired the expansive work of Philip Glass (right).
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Stanford Live Staff from Home

molting process of her parrot, which,
many of us learned, is symmetrical—

Since the shelter-in-place order took

when a feather sheds on one side,

effect in March, Stanford Live staff have

the other side loses one too. Assistant

been adjusting work routines to the

Director of Development Bryan

home. For some, this involves balancing

Alderman adopted a second dog, Porter.

work with childcare and homeschooling.

Other Zoom cameos include many small

For all, adapting to the routine requires

dogs, a not-so-small bulldog, and cats.

seeking new ways to stay connected as
a team. Whether it’s through sharing

During weekly Zoom happy hours,

playlists and livestreamed concerts,

we’ve played virtual games, shared

recipes, or the latest streaming shows,

embarrassing childhood photos, and

we’re bringing the connection found in

listened to a private performance

hallway banter to the work-from-home

by Brooklyn-based cellist Helen

space.

Newby. While it’s tough to replace the
spontaneous, in-person conversations

Zoom meetings and team happy hours

of a bar happy hour, we enjoy carrying

have introduced many to colleagues’

a piece of our old way of socializing

pets. Director of Operations and

through this uncertain moment.

SCENES

THE

Production Kim Pross witnessed the

Bryan Alderman’s new puppy Porter

Cellist Helen Newby performed live

A drawing from Stanford Live’s

(right) with Gracie (left). Gracie and

during a happy hour in April. Learn

competitive Drawful match during game

Porter met at a local dog park and the

about her projects and collaborations at

happy hour.

two dogs hit it off. At the time, Porter

helennewby.com.

was being fostered by a woman in
Bryan’s neighborhood. A few weeks
after contacting the SPCA, Bryan
adopted Porter.
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Cole Porter vs.
the Censors
Though Rob Kapilow’s What Makes It Great? program on
Cole Porter has been canceled, dive into the songs of
the iconic songwriter and composer here. Dominated
by moralism and censorship, the mid-20th century
proved to be a challenging era for Porter’s lyrics. See
how the lyrics from a selection of his songs fared
against the censors.
By Kyle Reed ‘20

“But in the
Morning, No”
Love was a common theme in
Porter’s music, and so was sex,
though much more subtly. In
“But in the Morning, No,” two
lovers go back and forth deciding what to do in the morning.
A few lines of the lyrics suggest
the possibilities of a morning
romp, and as subtle as the
lines are, it was enough to
have the song banned from
the airwaves.

“Love for Sale”

Banned from the radio for

openly portraying a prostitute,
“Love for Sale” achieved great
popularity in spite of this,
with the ban producing allure
for many. The song was originally sung by a white actress
in Porter’s show The New
Yorkers. But several scathing
reviews led the writers of the
show to change the prostitute
to a black woman, with the
scene’s location moved to
Harlem. Porter’s straightforwardness could put his music
in conflict with society’s more
conservative values.
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“Brush Up Your
Shakespeare”
A master of innuendo,

Porter’s clever wordplay
could sneak subversive
content past the censors. In
“Brush Up Your Shakespeare,”
the lyrics imply a phallic
remedy to a certain anguish:
“When your baby is pleading
for pleasure / Let her sample
your Measure for Measure”

“Anything Goes”

Though Linda Lee Thomas
was aware of Porter’s
homosexuality, the couple
remained married for social
advantages. His true self, it
seemed, could never be made
public. Yet what made Porter
so unique and successful was
his skill at making his personal feelings universal and
appreciable by the society at
large. His classic “Anything
Goes” is a prime example of
expressing his open-minded
philosophy in a way that
mainstream audiences could
appreciate.

“Tale of an Oyster”
The first accusation of Porter’s lyrical indecency had
little to do with promiscuity or
“immoral” behavior. Instead,
the lyrics describe an oyster’s joy while being eaten by

“I Get a Kick Out
of You”
As a popular and influen-

a rich woman, as “he gaily

tial socialite, Porter lived a

glides, down to the middle of

thrilling lifestyle, and beyond

her gilded insides.” Later in

his promiscuous behavior,

the song, on choppy waters,

he indulged in drugs and

the woman vomits the oyster

drinking. “I Get a Kick Out of

back out. The song was seen

You” garnered controversy

as distasteful and dropped

due to the line “some get a

from Fifty Million Frenchmen

kick from cocaine,” which led

shortly after the show opened

Porter to change it to “some

in 1929.

like the perfume in Spain” for
the show.
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MEMBERSHIP

The Ritual of Breath Is the Rite to Resist is a collaboration among visual artist Enrico Riley, librettist Vievee Francis, and
composer and Stanford faculty member Jonathan Berger. Artwork by Enrico Riley

New Commissions for the 2020–21 Season
Even as we adjust to the COVID-19

known to our audiences is Stanford

Another remarkable young composer,

crisis on a daily basis, Stanford Live’s

faculty member Jonathan Berger, who

2018 MacArthur Fellow Matthew

key priorities have not changed. One

is creating the music for a multimedia

Aucoin, is creating a setting of poetry

of our most important activities is

song cycle The Ritual of Breath Is the Rite

by Paul Celan and Jorie Graham for

commissioning new work, and we are

to Resist. A meditation on the tragic

the Philharmonia Baroque Orchestra

tremendously excited by the premieres

death of Eric Garner, it joins several of

and Chorale and the American Modern

we will be sharing next season.

our recent commissions in addressing

Opera Company. Aucoin is designing

pressing social issues. The project offers

the work to be performed alongside

We will present two key commissions

another chance to experience the radiant

choral works of Johann Sebastian Bach,

rescheduled from our 2019–20 season.

voice of soprano Neema Bickersteth,

deliberately contrasting the profound

Yang Liping’s stunning reimagining

who plays the title role in Treemonisha.

religious faith expressed by Bach with the
spiritual questioning of Celan’s poetry.

of Igor Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring will
now take place December 11 and

A Bay Area native making a welcome

12 in Memorial Auditorium. We are

return will be Samuel Carl Adams, a

Stanford Live’s commissioning program is

working to reschedule our flagship

Stanford alum who has become one of

made possible by a generous group of donors

project Scott Joplin’s Treemonisha, and

the most sought-after young American

who support the Stanford Live Commissions

we look forward to announcing new

composers. The Australian Chamber

and Programming Fund. To learn more

dates for this production shortly.

Orchestra will be offering the regional

about supporting this fund, please contact

premiere of his second commission

Nicola Rees, Director of Development, at

for this electrifying ensemble.

650.497.4809 or nicola.rees@stanford.edu.

Among our 2020–21 season’s
commissioned composers, one well-
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Artist Residency with
Jane Bunnett and
Maqueque
Member support allows us to create opportunities for our
community to engage with visiting artists in many ways.
Jazz saxophonist Jane Bunnett and Maqueque—her
band of leading young Cuban women jazz musicians—
joined us for a multifaceted residency in February.
They led off with a public conversation between band
members and scholar Ned Sublette, offering a revealing
look into artistic life in Cuba. The artists welcomed 25
community musicians for a free Afro-Cuban jazz jam
session, bringing together a multigenerational group
of players from across the Bay Area for a joyful day of
learning and music making. And of course, the band’s
In February, Jane Bunnett and Maqueque led a community jam

fiery, distinctly contemporary take on Cuban music lit

session. Above, pianist Dánae Olano demonstrates on the keyboard.

up the Bing Studio over two nights of performances.

Photo by Joel Simon

A Special Thank You
to Our Members
As we work to adjust to the changes brought about by
COVID-19, we’re more grateful than ever for the support of
our members. The financial support that comes through our
membership program has bolstered our organization as we
have experienced financial losses due to the cancellation
of our spring performance season. Along with our members’
steadfast financial contributions, we’re so appreciative of
the many notes of encouragement we’ve received from
our community of supporters. As difficult as recent months
have been, they’ve also reminded us of how much the
arts bring people closer through community. We offer
our deepest thanks for your support and look forward to
welcoming you in person again as soon as we are able.
Stanford Live looks forward to lighting the stage and welcoming our
members to the concert hall again. Photo by Michael Spencer

For more information about Stanford Live memberships and other
giving opportunities, visit https://live.stanford.edu/support.
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Stanford Live Members
Stanford Live thanks
the following members
for their support:
BING CIRCLE ($25,000+)
Anonymous (2)
Jeanne & Larry Aufmuth
Helen & Peter Bing
The Bullard Family
Roberta & Steven Denning
Ann & John Doerr
Jill & Norm Fogelsong
Mary & Clinton Gilliland
Marcia & John Goldman
Drs. Lynn Gretkowski & Mary Jacobson
Leonard Gumport & Wendy Munger
Stephanie & Fred Harman
Rick Holmstrom & Kate Ridgway
The Hornik Family
Leslie & George Hume
Lucie Jay
Fong Liu
Victoria & James Maroulis
Deedee McMurtry
Barbara Oshman and David Braker
Mindy & Jesse Rogers
Marian & Abraham Sofaer
Trine Sorensen & Michael Jacobson
Bonnie & Marty Tenenbaum
Maurice & Helen Werdegar
David Wollenberg
Priscilla & Ward Woods

BING DIRECTOR’S CIRCLE
($15,000–$24,999)
Shawn & Brook Byers
Joyce Chung & Rene Lacerte
Jill Freidenrich
Lynn & Jim Gibbons
Morton Grosser
Elizabeth & Zachary Hulsey
Catherine & Franklin Johnson
Joan F. Lane
Leatrice Lee
Debra & Mark Leslie
Carrick & Andrew McLaughlin
Linda & Tony Meier
Nancy & Lawrence Mohr
David Morandi
William Reller
Condoleezza Rice
Susan & David Young

BING ARTIST’S CIRCLE
($7,500–$14,999)
Anonymous (5)
Fred Alvarez & Beth McLellan Alvarez
Felicity Barringer & Philip Taubman
Alison & Joe Barta
Iris & Paul Brest
Janice Brody & Bruce Rule
Eva & Chris Canellos
Regina & Gerhard Casper
Diane & Stephen Ciesinski
Julia & James Davidson
Margaret Dorfman
Susan Ford Dorsey & Michael Dorsey
William Draper III
Barbara Edwards
Mary & William Fitch
Maggie & Fred Grauer
Ann M. Griffiths
Eleanor & Bruce Heister
Anne & Jack Holloway
Larry Horton & George Wilson
Mary Ittelson
Lisa & Marc Jones
Sallie De Golia-Jorgenson & John Jorgenson
Betty & Bob Joss
Roberta & Charles Katz
Lisa Keamy & Lloyd Minor
Kathy & John Kissick
Iris & Hal Korol
Caroline Labe
Ingrid Lai & William Shu
Carolyn & William Langelier
Bren & Lawrence Leisure
Cynthia & Richard Livermore
Rick & Amy Magnuson
Michael & Jane Marmor/The Marmor
Foundation
Cathy McMurtry

Tashia & John Morgridge
Dean Morton
Susan & Bill Oberndorf
John O’Farrell & Gloria Principe
Lynn & Susan Orr
Anthony Paduano & Ruth Porat
Donna & Channing Robertson
Amanda & Michael Ross
Barbara & Greg Rosston
Mark & Theresa Rowland
Tom Sadler & Eila Skinner
Meryl & Rob Selig
The Honorable & Mrs. George P. Shultz
Barbara & Arnold Silverman
Dr. Harise Stein & Mr. Peter Staple
Madeline & Isaac Stein
Tracy Storer & Marcia Kimes
Andrea & Lubert Stryer
Lena & Ken Tailo
Carol & Doug Tanner
Lorna & Mark Vander Ploeg
Karin & Paul Wick

Ed & Kay Kinney
Amy Ladd & Doug Fitzgerald
Albe & Ray Larsen
Ayleen & Emory Lee
Y. K. Lee
Fred Levin & Nancy Livingston
Marcia C. Linn
Kristen & Felix Lo
Edward Lohmann
Sandra & Joseph Martignetti Jr.
Betsy & Matt Matteson
Katherine Maxfield
Dick R. Miller & James M. Stutts
Dr. Martha J. Morrell & Dr. Jaime G. Tenedorio
Celia Oakley & Craig Barratt
Og & Ogina
Daniel & Ginger Oros
Carmela & Eli Pasternak
Edward & Nadine Pflueger
Kitty & Lee Price
Tony, Myrla & Sarah Putulin
Shirley & Bob Raymer
Kathy & Gary Reback
Rossannah Reeves
Sara Eisner Richter & Michael Richter
Diane & Joe Rolfe
Amy Rosenberg & John Slafsky
Debbie & Stuart Rosenberg
Ali Rosenthal & Kat Carroll
Nancy & Norman Rossen
Diana & Philip Russell
Scott D. Sagan & Sujitpan Lamsam
Lela & Gerry Sarnat
Doris Sayon
Elizabeth & Mark Schar Fund of The Greater
Cincinnati Foundation
Ted & Linda Schlein
Robyn & Mark Setzen
Katie and Dhiren Shah
Lee Ann & Martin Shell
Elizabeth & Russell Siegelman
Charles Sieloff
Nerija Sinkeviciute-Titus & Jason Titus
John Stern & Susan Anderes
Barbara & Charles Stevens
Kathryn Stivers
Eleanor Sue & Wendy Mines
Jeff & Linda Suto
Michelle Swenson & Stan Drobac
Onnolee & Orlin Trapp
Mary & John Wachtel
Karen & Rand White
Mansie & Gary Williams
Dr. Carlene Wong & Dr. Philip Lee
Elizabeth F. Wright
Eva Xu
Sharon & Robert Yoerg

SUSTAINER ($2,500–$7,499)
Keith Amidon & Rani Menon
Jonathan, Frances & Alison Axelrad
Celeste & Wendell Birkhofer
Joan & Tom Brown
James Canales & James McCann
William Coggshall & Janet Littlefield
Diane Elder & Bruce Noble
Sissy & Theodore Geballe
The Stephen & Margaret Gill Family Foundation
Greg Goodman & Susan Schnitzer
Judy & Jerrol Harris
Charlotte & Larry Langdon
Joan Mansour
Judy M. Mohr & Keith W. Reeves
Betsy Morgenthaler
Paula & Bill Powar
Deborah & Michael Shepherd
Srinija Srinivasan
Kenneth Weinberg
Dr. Irving Weissman & Ann TsukamotoWeissman

PARTNER ($1,000–$2,499)
Anonymous (9)
Marian & Jim Adams
Margaret Anderson
Keith Baker
Patrick Barnes & Kathy Keller
Lisa Barrett
Deborah & Jonathan Berek
Karen S. Bergman
Matthew Bien & Grace Lee
Carolyn & Gary Bjorklund
Lissy & Byron Bland
Tab Bowers & Michie Kasahara
Linda & Steve Boxer
Terri Bullock
Thomas Byrnes
Tasha Castañeda
Rowland Cheng & Shelli Ching
Donald Cheu
Jamie & Linda Clever
Holly & Andrew Cohen
Joanne & Michael Condie
Jack & Angela Connelly
Bill & Bridget Coughran
Ann & David Crockett
Bruce Daniel
Debra Demartini
Tom Dienstbier & Joyce Firstenberger
Patricia Engasser & Mark Reisman
Sally & Craig Falkenhagen
Stanley Falkow & Lucy Tompkins
Margaret Ann & Don Fidler
Rona Foster & Ken Powell
Betsy & David Fryberger
A. A. Furukawa
Daniel Garber & Catharine Fergus Garber
Jane & Bruce Gee
Mike & Myra Gerson Gilfix
Eric Giovanola
Susan Goodhue
Matthew Goodman
Ed Haertel & Drew Oman
Eric Hanushek & Margaret Raymond
Paul Harrison & Irene Lin
Tine & Joerg Heilig
Anne & William Hershey
Caroline Hicks
Leslie Hsu & Richard Lenon
Rex & Dede Jamison
Pamela S. Karlan
Randall Keith & Karen Hohner
Carla Murray Kenworthy

ADVOCATE ($500–$999)
Anonymous (15)
Lois & Edward Anderson
Richard & Delores Anderson
Marie & Douglas Barry
Richard A. Baumgartner & Elizabeth M. Salzer
Charlotte & David Biegelsen
Richard Bland & Marlene Rabinovitch
Barbara Blatner-Fikes & Richard Fikes
Norm Blears
Jeanie & Carl Blom
Vera Blume
Bonnie & William Blythe
Patty Boone & Dave Pfefer
Caroline Bowker & Charles Bliss
Prudence Breitrose
Laura Breyfogle & David Warner
George Brown
Drs. Julie Buckley & Eric Fung
Thomas Bush & Grace Sanchez
Enrique & Monica Caballero
The Cha Family
Gregory Chan
Chanin & Dotson Family
Gloria & Michael Chiang
Jane Chung, MD
Ann Hammond Clark
Chris & Gina Clarke
Kalyani Comal & Arun Ramakrishnan
Jonah & Jesse Cool
Suzanne & Bruce Crocker
Melanie & Peter Cross
Richard De Luce
Michael Dickey
Paul & Rosleyn Dumesnil
Ellen & Tom Ehrlich
Eleanor Eisner
Maria & George Erdi
James Feit
Jeffrey Fenton
Joan & Allan Fisch
Shelley Fisher Fishkin
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Sarah & Stan Freedman
Carol C. & Joel P. Friedman
Markus Fromherz & Heike Schmitz
Karen & Edward Gilhuly
Charles Goldenberg & Pamela Polos
Sara & Jeremy Goldhaber-Fiebert
Margaret & Ben Gong
Mike & Loren Gordon
Jonathan & Natsuko Greenberg
Ester Gubbrud & Charles Ross
The Harrick Family
Fran & Steve Harris
Robin Hatfield
Linc & Robin Holland
Serena Hu & John Lenox
Chris Iannuccilli & Michele Schiele
Karen Imatani
David Israel
Sally & Rob Jackson
Melinda & Jim Johnson
Leigh & Roy Johnson
Lil & Todd Johnson
William Keats & Deborah Barney
Carol Kersten & Markus Aschwanden
Mary Lou Kilcline
Michael & Wendy Kirst
Renate Klipstas
Christina Kong
Linda & Fredric Kraemer
Mr. Joseph & Dr. Caroline Krauskopf
Kerry & Maureen Kravitz
Gary & Yuko Kushner
Edward & Miriam Landesman
Kurt F. Lang & Dr. Janna Smith Lang
Cathy & Stephen Lazarus
Cynthia & Bob Leathers
Joan & Philip Leighton
Sanford Lewis
Jose Teodoro Limcaoco
Laurel & Joe Lipsick
Dr. Leon Lipson & Susan Berman
Drs. John & Penny Loeb
Rachel & Zohar Lotan
Liqun Luo
Vera Luth
Ruth Lycette
Susan Lydick
Alisa & Neil MacAvoy
Kathy Mach & David Scherer
Charlene & Dick Maltzman
Christopher & Jane Manning
Marylin McCarthy
Christina & Bill McClure
Dr. C. Kwang Sung & Meghan McGeary
Millbrey McLaughlin & Larry Klein
Penny & Jim Meier
Elyce Melmon
Linda Membreno
Evelyn Miller
Andres J. Montoya
Arabella & George Napier
Katherine Nelson
Fred & Kirstin Nichols
Christine & Ronald Orlowski
Shari & Donald Ornstein
Sandra & Scott Pearson
Nancy & Stephen Player
Barbara & Warren Poole
The Randall Family
Anna Ranieri & Stephen Boyd
Richard & Karen S. Recht
Ann Rossi
Elise & Jay Rossiter
Nicole & Amir Dan Rubin
Lisa Rutherford
David Sacarelos & Yvette Lanza
Carla Scheifly
Paula & George Schlesinger
Celestine & Scott Schnugg
The Schwabacher Family
Kent & Tracey Seymour
Judith & William Shilstone
Judy & Lee Shulman
Diane & Branimir Sikic
Hannah & Richard Slocum
Matthew Sommer
Karen & Frank Sortino
Saroja Srinivasan
Trisha Suppes
Jorge & Molly Tapias
Rosi & Michael Taymor
Rachel Thomas
Katherine Tsai
Penelope & Robert Waites
Patti & Ed White
Melanie & Ron Wilensky
John & Jane Williams
Polly Wong & Wai Fan Yau
Mitchell & Kristen Yawitz

SUPPORTER ($250–$499)
Anonymous (27)
Mark & Stephanie Agnew
Matthew & Marcia Allen
Eugene An
Dana & Juliana Andersen
Daniel Appelman & Deborah Soglin
Linda Ara
Adrian Arima & Monica Yeung Arima
Dan & Leslie Armistead
Anne & Robert Baldwin
Simon Bare
Brigid Barton & Orrin Robinson
Grace Baysinger
Betsy & George Bechtel
Amy Beim
Marilyn Belluomini
Rachel Bensen
Pamela Bernstein
Yuet Berry
Justin Birnbaum
Ruth Brill
Beverly Brockway
Bill Brownell
Cliff & Ronit Bryant
Bernard Burke
Frances Burr
Karen & Ben Cain
Michael A. Calabrese
Peter & Jane Carpenter
Mike Cassidy
Cecily Chang
Dr. James Chang & Dr. Harriet Roeder
Alexander Chapman
Beth Charlesworth
Gautam Chaudhary
Marianne Chen
Ada Cheung
Nona Chiariello & Chris Field
Robert & Susan Christiansen
Albert & Betty Cohen
Susie Cohen & Barry Weingast
Bud & Roxanne Coleman
Moby Coquillard & Judy Heller
Iva Correia
Alana Corso
Elaine Costello & Bud Dougherty
George Crow
Alan Crystal
James Cunningham
Anthony Custodio & Meredith Ackley
William Damon & Anne Colby
Tim & Patricia Daniels
Anne O. Dauer
Ingrid Deiwiks
Howard Demroff
Stephanie Dolin
Virginia & Gregory Donaldson
Debra Doucette
Janet Driscoll
Katharine & William Duhamel
Alison Elliott & Steve Blank
Renee Euchner
Charles Evans & Luis Stevens-Evans
Patricia & Fred Evans
Laura & Mihail Fechete
Nancy & Tom Fiene
Kristen E. Finch
Renee Fitzsimons
Barry Fleisher
Leigh Flesher & Mark Bailey
Shelley Floyd & Albert Loshajian
Reg & Cynthia Ford
Gregory Franklin
Leah & Lawrence Friedman
Adam Frymoyer
Tim Gallaher
Sarah & Patrick Gibbs
Bernd & Sabine Girod
Carl & Elizabeth Gish
Matt Glickman & Susie Hwang
Molly Barnes Goodman & Randolph Goodman
Tatiana Granoff & Robert Olson
Harry & Diane Greenberg
Walter Greenleaf
Renee & Mark Greenstein
Marla Griesedieck
Linda & John Griffin
Waldo Griffin
Andrew Gutow & Madeleine Blaurock
Insook Han
Ginger Harmon
Courtney Harrison
Ann & Barry Haskell
Howard & Nancy Hassen
Yael Hasson
Jeffrey & Caron Heimbuck
R. Carl Hertel
Lance Hill
The Hittle Family
Ron Ho & Christina Lai
Susan Holmes

William Hurlbut
Keith Jantzen
Dave Jefferson
Arthur Johnson
Jane & Bill Johnson
Zeev Kaliblotzky
Patricia Chambers Kalish
Bob Kanefsky
Pearl Karrer
Melanie & Perry Karsen
Stina & Herant Katchadourian
Ron Katz & Libby Roth
Jeffrey & Marcia Keimer
Shirley Kelley
Maureen Kelly
Lynn & Richard Kelson
Tahsin N. Khan
Stephanie Kimbro
Kenton & Keiko King
Ralph King & Leslie Chin
James Kitch
Dan Klotz
Cynthia Krieger & Stuart Friedman
Leslie Kriese
The Kirincich Family
Norman & Nina Kulgein
Ralph & Rose Lachman
Lila LaHood
Cathy & Dick Lampman
Ed Landels & Martha McDaniel
Jacob Langsner
Donna Lera
Laurie Leventhal-Belfer & Howard Belfer
Lee Levitt
Raymond & Kathleen Levitt Living Trust
Reuben Levy
Hongquan Li
Susan Li
Yanbin Li
Sandra Lillie
Randall & Lori Livingston
Sarah Longstreth & Tom Culbertson
Hal & Carol Louchheim
Ellen & James Lussier
Adrian & Margot Maarleveld
Marion & Erick Mack
Helen & David MacKenzie
Fred Malouf
Grainger Marburg & Katie Woodworth
Carol Matre & Richard Swanson
Leslie Mayerson
Laure & Sam Mazzara
James McElwee
Nancy & Patrick McGaraghan
Maura McGinnity & Erik Rausch
Hillary McKinney
Leslie McNeil
Wallace Mersereau
John Micek
Alan F. Miller
Monica Moore & Deborah Burgstrum
Rudolf Moos
Coralie & Gerhard Mueller
Kathleen Murren
Kevin & Brenda Narcomey
Susan Nash
The Neumann Family
Joan Norton
Richard & Susan Olshen
Erik & Jill Olson
Dick & Sandi Pantages
Kartikey Patel
Gary & Sandy Peltz
Ann Perry
Caroline Petersen
Helen Pickering
Klaus & Ellen Porzig
Bert & Anne Raphael
James Reilly
Martin Reinfried
Laurie Reynolds
Angela Riccelli
Barry & Janet Robbins
Annette & William Ross
Ruth Rothman
Joel & Rachel Samoff
Denise Savoie & Darrell Duffie
Mary Schlosser
Kevin Scott
Joy & Richard Scott
Grady Seale
Michael Sego
Carla Shatz
Winnie & Gil Siegel
Ashka Simpson
Mindy Spar
Helen & David Spiegel
Kathy Stark & Christopher Aoki
Elliot & Karen Stein
Raymond & Apryl Stern
Sandra & James Stoecker
Rebecca & Ben Stolpa
Jenny Stone

Jay Jackman & Myra Strober
Yannie Tan
Nicholas Telischak
Lothar & Ilse de Temple
Harold & Jan Thomas
Chris & Carol Thomsen
Mary Toman
Elizabeth Trueman & Raymond Perrault
Anne Tuttle
Jeanine Valadez & Reynette Au
Victoria Valenzuela
The Vargas Family
Teri & Mark Vershel
Madeleine & Anders Viden
Lisa Voge-Levin
Roger & Wendy Von Oech
Rita & Newton Wachhorst
Lora Wadsworth
Joan & Roger Warnke
Hans & Frauke Weiler
Joseph & Erika Wells
The Wendling Family
Dr. & Mrs. R. Jay Whaley
Jeri & Kevin Wheaton
Ann & Matt White
Anne Wilbur
Justina Williams
Paul Williams & Helge Ternsten
Catherine Wilson & Steven Callander
Jennifer & Phil Winters
Mike Wright
Warren Wu
Marilyn & Irvin Yalom
Mariko Yoshihara Yang & Phillip Yang
Nicholas Yu
Selma Zinker
Yao Zou

2019–20 Advisory Council

PERFORMANCE SPONSORS

Peter and Helen Bing
Cynthia Fry Gunn and John A. Gunn
The John Arrillaga Family
Anne T. and Robert M. Bass
Roberta and Steve Denning
Elizabeth and Bruce Dunlevie
Jill and John § Freidenrich
Frances and Theodore Geballe
Andrea and John Hennessy
Leslie and George Hume
Susan and Craig McCaw
Deedee and Burton § McMurtry
Linda and Tony Meier
Wendy Munger and Leonard Gumport
Jennifer Jong Sandling and
M. James Sandling
Regina and John Scully
Madeline and Isaac Stein
Akiko Yamazaki and Jerry Yang

Helen & Peter Bing
Mary & Clinton Gilliland
Marcia & John Goldman
Stephanie & Fred Harman
Leslie & George Hume
Trine Sorensen & Michael Jacobson
Bonnie & Marty Tenenbaum
The Wollenberg Foundation

INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERS
$100,000+
The Koret Foundation
Stanford Medicine
The William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
$10,000–$49,999
Anonymous
California Arts Council
Capital Group
Ann and Gordon Getty Foundation
National Endowment for the Arts
Drs. Ben and A. Jess Shenson Funds
Wells Fargo
$1,000–$9,999
Aaron Copland Fund for Music
The Amphion Foundation, Inc.
New Music USA
Western States Arts Federation
Contributions listed are from current Stanford
Live members who made gifts through 4/9/20.
For corrections, or to make a contribution,
please contact us at 650.725.8782 or
supportstanfordlive@stanford.edu.
To learn more about giving to Stanford Live,
visit live.stanford.edu/give.
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The purpose of the Stanford Live Advisory
Council is to support the mission of Stanford
Live and to provide advice on the strategic
direction of the organization.
Fred Harman, Chair
Jeanne Aufmuth
Peter Bing
Rick Holmstrom
David Hornik
George H. Hume
Leslie P. Hume
Lisa Jones
Cathy McMurtry
Roger McNamee
Linda Meier
Trine Sorensen
Srinija Srinivasan
Doug Tanner
Jorge Tapias
David Wollenberg

Ex officio:
Maude Brezinski
Stephen Sano
Anne Shulock

Bing Concert Hall Donors
BUILDING DONORS

BING EXPERIENCE
FUND DONORS
With appreciation for the following
donors, who provide major support for
programming and musical instruments
for Bing Concert Hall.
Anonymous
Apogee Enterprises, Inc.
The Adolph Baller Performance Fund
for Bing Concert Hall
Friends of Music at Stanford
Fred and Stephanie Harman
Fong Liu
Elayne and Thomas Techentin,
in memory of Beatrice Griffin
Bonnie and Marty Tenenbaum
The Fay S. and Ada S. Tom Family
Turner Corporation
The Frank Wells Family
Maurice and Helen Werdegar

Reconciliation and Forgiveness:
Stanford Live 2020–21 Season
We’re excited to announce our 2020–21 season at the end of May. Though we cannot host
our season announcement event in person this year, a virtual event will take place, giving you
the chance to explore our curatorial approach to the 2020–21 season. To receive details and
updates about the event, subscribe to our e-newsletter at live.stanford.edu/newsletter. In the
meantime, here are a few of the performances coming to the Bing next season.

T H E AT E R

DA NC E

Huff
Cliff Cardinal

JA Z Z

Trace

Christian Scott aTunde

Red Sky Performance

Adjuah
Ancestral Recall

Sea Sick

Silent Lines

CALENDAR

The Theatre Centre

Russell Maliphant Dance

Written and performed by

Company

Alanna Mitchell

Christian Scott aTunde Adjuah

Russell Maliphant Company

Alanna Mitchell

Jaz Sawyer featuring Tiffany
Austin
We Insist! Freedom Now Suite

C ON T E M P OR A RY

C L AS SICA L

iskwē

Australian Chamber
Orchestra

Jaz Sawyer

iskwē
Australian Chamber Orchestra

Love and Loss
Joshua Hopkins, baritone

Abel Selaocoe, cello

Single Tickets On Sale Soon

Presented by Stanford Live

LIVE.STANFORD.EDU OR 650.724.BING (2464)

Stanford University

Visit the Stanford Live website for updates.

365 Lasuen Street, Second Floor

All programs and prices are subject to change.

Littlefield Center, MC 2250
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Stanford, CA 94305

Plan Your Visit
The Interlude Café in Bing Concert

Assisted-listening devices are available.

Sign language interpreting is available

Hall’s lobby serves guests before

Please visit Patron Services prior to the

with five business days’ notice given

performances and during intermission.

show for more information.

to the administrative office—call

For complete hours, menus, and

650.723.2551 or email us at
stanfordlive@stanford.edu.

preordering options, visit

Change your plans? Exchange your

live.stanford.edu/dining.

tickets or make a tax-deductible donation
Large-print programs are available with

at live.stanford.edu/changes.
Latecomers arriving after curtain time

72 hours’ notice given to the administra-

will be seated at a suitable interval

Wheelchair seating, with up to three

tive office. Please send all requests to

in the program or at intermission. We

companion seats per wheelchair space,

stanfordlive@stanford.edu.

recommend that you arrive at least

is available for all performances. Please

30 minutes prior to performances.

indicate your needs when purchasing

Volunteer usher positions are available

tickets so that an appropriate location

throughout the year. For more informa-

can be reserved for you.
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Parking is FREE on the Stanford campus in
metered and lettered parking zones on weekdays

Alumni Café, Arrillaga

after 4:00 pm and on weekends at all times.

Alumni Center

Disabled parking, loading, and service-vehicle
restrictions are enforced at all times.
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Palo Alto’s best address.
Located steps from downtown Palo Alto and University Avenue and
just blocks from Stanford, Webster House offers you world-class
community living. The area is perfect for exploring by foot with museums,
performances, dining, shopping, and galleries all close at hand.
An intimate Life Plan Community, Webster House makes it easy for you to
stay connected to the culture, academia, and vibrancy of Palo Alto while
enjoying convenient services and security for the future.
Explore your options and learn more about moving to Webster House. For
information, or to schedule a visit, call 650.838.4004.

covia.org/webster-house
401 Webster St, Palo Alto, CA 94301
A not-for-profit community owned and operated by Covia. License No. 435202504 COA# 328

